Precision Servo 81 430
- Very quiet
- Very precise
- With accessories and mounting materials
- With 2 control wires 100 mm, Ø 0.4 mm
- and 1 control wire 100 mm, Ø 0.6 mm
- Dimensions 22.2 x 21.3 x 11.1 mm
- Torque 14 Ncm
- Power 4.8 V
- Max. Operating angle 90°

Connections
orange - control signal, red - 5 V, brown - Earth

Tip: Quiet running of the working model can be improved by skillful bending of the control wire.

Example Applications

The direct connection of water crane and servo axle makes a precise positioning at the stop possible.

An axial offset is possible if the control wires are bent.

Our contact Details:
Service
In the event of a defect or failure send the unit together with the invoice and a short description of the fault back to us for repair.

Hotline
We are available if you have any questions!
Your direct line to a technician: 0 20 45 - 85 83 27
Mon - Tue - Thu – Fri, 14:00~16:00 and Wed 16:00~18:00
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